
Create Videos at Scale for your Clients



Whether you have already automated your 

video and image creation, or you are just testing 

the waters, this guide is for you. We cover all 

there is about video RPA, and how you can do 

wonders for your clients using this technology.
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Short-form visual content is the defining trend of our generation.



We all know the trite saying - ‘Picture is worth a 

thousand words’. But what about videos? 

Dr.James McQuivery of Forrester Research 

believes that a 1 minute video is worth 1.8 million 

words if done right. We think 1.8 million is 

something of an underestimation.

Whether you agree with that number or not, 

you have to admit that videos, its smaller cousin 

GIF and images are everywhere. The presence, 

accessibility and usage of smartphones & other 

internet-connected devices has pushed digital 

video consumption through the roof.
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Think about the amount of time you spend consuming images and videos in a day. Our guess is, it is probably a 

couple of hours or more. It is really easy to get anyone’s attention with visual content.



The first wave of making content was simple. 

Anyone with a basic understanding of content 

writing, video editing or design software (like 

After Effects and Photoshop) was able to create 

media which could then be distributed on social 

media or Youtube. Due to the novelty factor 

during the early stages of the internet, creating

viral content was easy. However, the next wave 

of content creation is proving to be challenging. 

Marred with 1000s of marketers, designers and 

editors the content space is cluttered. Our 

dwindling attention span is making matters 

worse. Today, eyeballs demand exceptional 

visual content.



So what’s the key? How do we create visual 

content that people love? For those who are 

willing to change their approach towards 

content creation, success is possible. The key 

difference is that your content must be visual, 

large in quantity, and of a high standard of 

quality.

The answer… Automation. 

By creating visual content which is personalized

for each of your users at scale, you are making 

them feel special.  The minute you start using 

user information on images and videos it will 

grab attention and screen time. 

This eventually leads to higher engagement and 

conversions for your clients across channels.



Video automation or Video RPA is the use of 

software to handle high volume, repeatable 

tasks in video creation that previously required 

humans to perform. These tasks can include 

adding content, media, scenes, voice over, 

motion graphics, animations, multiple aspect 

ratios and publishing on various channels.



Let’s take a look 
at some popular



E-commerce platforms can create product videos and personalised marketing material 



Listing Videos
User Stories

Personalized Offers

Boost your conversions with slick , visual and personalized content



The average user spends 88% more time on websites with videos

Cluttered content or a packaged experience?



          

Create rich visual and personalized content that instantly connect with your audience 

Invoice Explainer Videos Investment Opportunities



Personalized emails perform 6X times better than normal emails

Tedious, long messages or short personalised videos? 



72% users prefer video over text to learn

Long-form articles or concise, impactful video?



Multivariate content experiments with creatives. Personalization at a user level.

A/B Test ad copies Personalized Campaigns



How do you 

?



If you don’t already have a team, then this is how it would pan out



Is this really feasible?



That’s our cue.



Consider these models based on your agency structure.

Build a custom solution

around video automation

for your client

Add a profitable, recurring 

revenue stream, even

after the custom

software development

project has ended

Be the first evangelists

in the video revolution



Having spent quality time and resources in 

understanding this business, we will take the 

responsibility to make video automation easy and 

profitable for you. We have 100,000+ customers 

using our automation tools to create videos and 

images at scale. As your partner, we will work 

tirelessly with you to ensure that you build a

profitable business in this space. We look 

forward to talking to you.
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